Sport games live titling system TEXTUS LIVE

Real time sport games titling, especially with real time statistics information, is a great
challenge and requires a perfect team work. TEXTUS LIVE system, in conjunction with statistics info
software, provides real time sport games titling with statistics data. There are special dedicated
statistics data gathering software for basketball, football, handball... Statistics info can also be accepted
from game secretoriat database. Need to mention, this way has some disadvantages, because data
changing on air must be extremely fast and sometimes game‘s secretoriat team is too late. They are
not TV guys! Statistics computer is located in the sports hall and connected to the graphic system by
LAN. All graphic pages are saved as templates, prepared with graphic editor software TEXTUS
EDITOR. 4 independent layers allow flexible composing of titles.
You can choose any TRUE TYPE fonts of any size, color, different
symbol attributes. The system allows to use animated video as
text info background. Titles can be mixed with animated
background as well. Mixing speed and starting time are fully
controled. Information can
be sorted out by selected
parameter,
e.g.
top
scorers. Digital info from
database can be always
replaced by the graphic
picture. It is very usefull when you need to show easy
understandable graphic view, e.g. faults number in basketball.
Digital clock or timer is also available. Clock up to 90 min with
additional
time
is
available for football
matches. Time can be accepted directly from sports hall clock
via RS422 (RS 232) interface. Time info can also be inserted
as live video from TV camera. TEXTUS LIVE software
provides a control of up to 100 templates at the same time. It is
possible to choose any record by simply entering players
number in the template. All statistics info for this player will be
loaded into the template‘s data windows and ready to go on air
immediately. Moreover, personal player data like name,
surname, photo, tall can be showed as well.
Sport games titling system can operate as a
source for video switcher (DSK FILL, DSK KEY output signals) or as titles inserter into the video signal.
System provides BYPASS function when computer is turned off. External mixer fader also offers
manual control of the mixing level and BYPASS function.
Technical specifications:
Operating system:
Graphic board:
Graphic resolution:
Alpha channel:
Inputs:
Outputs:
BYPASS function:
External mixer fader:
Fonts:
Fonts attributes:
Graphic pictures formats:
Animated video formats:
Computer requirements:

Windows 7, Windows 10
DecLink Extreme 4K, Alpha HD (Stream Labs)
24 bit
8 bit
HD/ SD SDI, PAL, SVHS, YUV,
Reference
HD/ SD SDI, PAL, SVHS, YUV,
DSK FILL, DSK KEY, PREVIEW
yes (as option)
yes (as option)
TRUE TYPE
italic, border, shadow, outline,…
.tga, .jpg, .png, .psd, .bmp, .tif, .vmf, …
.tga, .png, .avi, .fli, .flc, .swf,…
CPU i7 3.4GHz, 8GB RAM; SSD 240GB; HDD 1TB; VGA;
19" 4U rackmount
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